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HIGHWAY 95 COURT KSWT 6,10 :50 7-Apr One of the suspects connected to a high-speed chase on Highway 95 appeared again in court.

PROPERTY TAX INCREASE KSWT 6,10 :50 7-Apr The City of Yuma is proposing to raise property taxes near year.

LA MESA TRIAL KSWT 6,10 :45 10-Apr The defense is making their case in the Preston Strong murder trial.

SEMITRUCK LOCAL KSWT 6,10 :50 21-Apr The video of a semi-truck dragging a car behind it on the Cajon Pass has more than 5.5 million views.

16TH 4TH CLOSURE KSWT 6,10 :28 21-Apr The 16th Street and Fourth Avenue intersection will be closed to through traffic.

STRONG TRIAL KSWT 6,10 :52 4-May The final phase of the La Mesa Murders Trial is underway.

PED HIT KSWT 6,10 :22 4-May A pedestrian was hit on Avenue C near 24th Street this morning.

SICK PAY CHANGE KSWT 6,10 :50 11-May Arizona will soon have mandatory paid sick time for workers state employees.

IV HOMELESS KSWT 6,10 :50 11-May New numbers on homelessness in Imperial County.

SOMERTON AWC CLASSES KSWT 6,10 :50 24-May AWC will now be offering classes at Somerton's new city hall building.

IID ELEX KSWT 6,10 1:00 AND 1:30 6-Jun The election for the new division one director for IID is underway.

SLPD BUST KSWT 6,10 :27 6-Jun San Luis police found several pounds of drugs in an abandoned car last night.

SLPD BUST KSWT 6,10 :27 6-Jun San Luis police found several pounds of drugs in an abandoned car last night.

IV AIR QUALITY KSWT 6,10 1:30 16-Jun Various air quality alerts have been issues for parts of Imperial County.

HEAT CARS KSWT 6,10 :50 16-Jun The hot temps in Yuma can cause your car to overheat, but knowing what to do in that scenario can go a long way.

ARMED ROBBERY KSWT 6,10 :28 27-Jun A man is behind bars charged with a strong armed robbery in Yuma this afternoon.

HIGGINS KSWT 6,10 :59 27-Jun The City of San Luis is naming a new acting police chief.

KSWT-TV hereby submits it's quarterly ISSUES & PROGRAMS REPORT for the 2nd quarter of 2017.

Ascertainment of ISSUES:  The management and staff of KSWT-TV recognizes the obligation of the Station to provide issue responsive programming on a continuing basis. In KSWT-TV's ongoing interaction with 

viewers, community leaders and local citizens, we are able to determine each Quarter the 5 or more issues to be given significant programming treatment during the Quarter. During the last Quarter, KSWT-TV has 

determined in good faith that the following Issues deserve to be addressed in our overall programming:

Programming responsive to these ISSUES: KSWT-TV respectfully provides the attached listings  of programming material designed to meet the forgoing Public Issues during the quarter ending June 30, 2017.  

Questions regarding any of these programmatic broadcasts may be discussed with the station's General Manager.
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